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About This Game

Approximately 20 years after the events depicted in Deus Ex, The World is only beginning to recover from a Catastrophic
worldwide depression. In the Chaotic period of recovery, several religious and political factions see an opportunity to re-shape a
worldwide government to their agendas, understanding that the right moves now could determine the shape of human society for

decades � even centuries � to come. In this techno-nightmare, take part in the dark struggle to raise the world from its own
ashes.

Dynamic and innovative 1st person-action/adventure brings a level of reality unprecedented in a videogame.

Biotech modifications allow players to see through walls, leap 40 feet into the air, regenerate critical body damage or
render yourself radar invisible.

Globe-hop to real world locations such as Seattle, Antarctica, and Cairo.
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Cunning stealth gameplay, with darkness and sound affecting enemy awareness.

Variable gameplay offers multiple solutions to problems and support for varying stylistic approaches.

Non-lethal, non-violent resolution to conflict, allowing players to make ethical statements through their actions.

The player's progress through the game is supported by an unprecedented freedom of action by a dynamic, non-linear
story with responsive plot branches.
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Publisher:
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No controller support.. The sequel to the original GOTY Deus Ex, and continues the story 20 years after the original events.
Once again like the first, the game allows for multiple possibilities, ways of progression through the maps and various story
outcomes, as well as providing though provoking narrative about what exactly a perfect society entails and how technology has a
major influence on this. However this game also simplifies several of the old mechanics, a major few including reducing the
amount of biomod upgrades, removing the skills system completely, allow weapons to shoot accurately without delay, removing
keypads that could be typed on and thus forcing the player to either find the softkey or hack it, an inventory that only accounts
for the number of items rather than the previous grid based system, universal ammunition, and integrating lock picks with mult-
tools. This is one of the major critiques of the game by both critics and players, who consider the changes to accommodate an
adaptation for consoles detrimental to the tradition and technical aspect of the game. Maps\/segments of the game are also
considerably smaller than the previous, which makes exploration less exciting due to the more limited paths available.
Personally, I feel that the reduced complexity in the technical aspect improved my game experience, as I spent less time with
things like fiddling with my items\/skills or waiting for my aim to reset to perfect accuracy, and this convenience allowed me to
focus more on the story and enjoying the game. The smaller maps weren't too great though, but the completionist in me is happy
to explored every nook and cranny in a relatively short amount of time. Overall I'd say that this game is definitely still worth
playing if you have played the original or are interested in the Deus Ex series, it's just a bit more accessible than the previous,
whether that's good or bad is up to you.

Also as this is a fairly old game, you will need a mod to allow for modern resolutions.. compared to the first deus ex everything
was dumbed down to appease the console crowd.
But the ragdolls are hilarious.. Not as good as the first one, but not as bad as most people say either.. Most underrated of the
Deus Ex series.
pretty cool though
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